
ZEPP HALL NETWORK HAS BEEN PART OF THE CONCERT-GOING 
experience in Japan for the past 20 years. The concept, which 
permanently installs all Zepp venues with standardised sound 
and lighting systems and stage machinery, offers advantages 
to tour promoters and artists alike. Pre-equipped in this way, 
Zepp venues allow bands to turn up and play without having 
the hassle and expense of sourcing the equipment to stage a 
full production.  

Now Zepp is branching out across Asia, starting with a new 
venue which opened in Singapore in April. Located on Level 3 
of the Big Box complex in Jurong East, the Mega Box Event Hall 
has been remodeled to open as Zepp@Bigbox Singapore, a 
joint venture between Zepp Hall Network and Singapore-based 
Big Box Investment. Two more are planned to open in 2020 in 
Taiwan and Malaysia.

‘This came together because Big Box had the building, and 
Zepp had the experience,’ says Shinichiro Honda, hall director 

of Zepp@Bigbox, explaining that a pre-installed venue like this 
is unusual for Singapore, which is better known for smaller 
bars hosting live music, as well as traditional venues such as 
Esplanade - Theatres on the Bay.

‘It’s a bit of a different style, and will appeal to young people 
in particular. Bands can arrive in Singapore and come straight 
here. It’s ready to go, and they don’t have to worry about sound 
and lighting.’ 

Having worked in the music industry in his native Japan for 
almost 10 years, Mr Honda moved to China In 2007. ‘The 
market for live entertainment hadn’t really developed at this 
stage,’ he explains. ‘The country hosted the Beijing 2008 
Summer Olympics and the Shanghai Expo in 2010 but nobody 
really knew what the possibilities were, going forward. Those 
possibilities were the main reason I moved to Shanghai, and 
soon I was setting up the MAO Live House performance venue 
in Shanghai. I quickly realised how important it was to maintain 

the technical quality of the equipment. So when I heard that 
Zepp – which at that time was a 100% subsidiary of Sony 
Music Entertainment Japan – had a plan to develop its concert 
hall model overseas, it really interested me.’

Mr Honda joined Sony Music Group in 2014, becoming part of 
a team set up to research expansion into other territories. The 
tie-up with Big Box came a year later, when the company’s real 
estate arm located the Jurong venue. 

Next came the decision on what equipment to install. ‘The 
Zepp Hall Network in Japan has a sound consultant, so I 
spoke to him and we decided together on a Nexo/Yamaha 
system for Singapore,’ says Mr Honda. This was a departure 
from the equipment setups in Japan, for a very good 
reason. ‘We needed a good support network, and Yamaha 
has subsidiaries throughout Asia, so they can offer very 
good support for their systems,’ he continues. ‘In addition, 
sound engineers in Japan are very familiar with Yamaha 
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consoles, and everyone knows how to operate a CL5, which 
we’ve installed here at FOH. We wanted to open the doors 
to everyone, while at the same time, providing a very good 
sound quality. And that’s why we chose to use Yamaha 

According to Lawrence Tan, assistant general manager of 
Yamaha Music (Asia) which is also the local Nexo distributor, 
STM is the ideal choice for the venue, which is a large box that 

2. ‘The STM is a very directional 
system, and very well controlled,’ he says. ‘It’s not dispersing 
onto lots of different surfaces, so it’s targeting the audience.’

Careful system design was carried out to reduce any 
problematic acoustic issues and to focus the audio where 

software was used to work out solutions to tackle tricky 
room acoustics. The team, including systems integrator 
Atelier Vista, worked closely with Nexo’s Nicolas Poitrenaud, 
who travelled to Singapore to help with system set up and 
alignment.

M46 main modules and nine STM B112 bass units, hung two 
deep. Two STM M28 omni purpose modules are suspended 

subwoofers have been arrayed along the front of the stage to 

network cards.
On stage, eight PS15 R2 speakers and eight 45N12 line array 

of signal processing. Yamaha CL5 digital mixers have been 

used for FOH and monitors, with a QL1 providing a main FOH 

six Yamaha SWP1-16MMF network interfaces.
The Nexo cabinets are complete with touring dollies so the 

system can easily be derigged and redeployed in a different 
venue when required. An adjacent hall separated by moving 
partitions can join forces with the main space for bigger shows. 
‘One of the reasons we installed STM was for its scalability,’ 
continues Mr Tan. ‘If the hall ever needs a bigger system, we 
can build it up. If there’s the need to open up the second hall, 
they can rent in a delay speaker stack, as additional Nexo STM 
systems are readily available to rent in Singapore. For smaller 
shows we can reduce the size of the system, and there’s the 
possibility to deploy a part of it in a different area, so we could 
run two systems if we needed to. 

Mr Honda is now involved with the day to day running of 

the venue. ‘For the time being, we’re looking at one show per 

almost every day, because there are so many domestic artists 
who want to play at our venues. In Singapore, where the local 
market isn’t currently as strong, we’re hoping to contribute 
to building up the local music industry, as well as attracting 
overseas talent.’

Japanese band The Radwimps kicked off proceedings at 
the venue’s grand opening in June, with a lineup of acts from 

‘Our musical policy will be very democratic,’ declares Mr 
Honda. ‘Of course we will put on bands from Sony Music, but 
we will also take anyone who it feels right to have here.’

‘This has really created a new benchmark for Singapore,’ 
adds Mr Tan. And if Zepp Hall Network’s expansion plans 
continue, similar benchmarks are waiting to be created 
across South East Asia. 

www.nexo-sa.com 

www.yamahaproaudio.com
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Yamaha consoles at FOH
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Reach the Summit
MA-808 Portable Wireless PA System

The MA 808 innovatively integrates wireless microphones, speakers, CD / USB 
player and a Bluetooth interface for wireless music streaming into a sturdy, 
compact case that offers an entirely portable sound system anywhere it is needed.
MIPRO supplies UHF and 2.4 GHz receiver modules options and matching 
handheld or bodypack transmitters, as well as the exclusive miniature transmitters 
for musical instruments, such as violin, saxophones, erhu, guitar, cajon, and so on, 

the MA-808 portable wireless PA system.

The Ultimate in Convenience
Lightweight with built-in pull-up handle and sturdy wheels for easy transport, 
the economical rechargeable battery system enables operations indoors or 
outdoors without AC power and cumbersome cables. Even handheld & bodypack 
transmitters can be stored within the sleek cabinet.

www.mipro.com.tw


